The work presents a three-dimensional modeling of air flow around the research object. The purpose of this work was to perform numerical calculations to identify the magnitude of the aerodynamic drag force generated on individual elements of a high energy efficiency vehicle body. This vehicle, specially designed for the Shell Eco-marathon competition, needs to show the lowest possible fuel consumption while maintaining the prescribed speed. Minimizing the drag force at an early designing stage plays an important role here. The calculations were performed using the ANSYS Fluent calculation solver. The result of the conducted research is a description of the velocity and pressure distributions around the tested vehicle as well as an identification of the drag force on the external surfaces of the components and a description of the relationship between them. The work also discusses the dependence of the drag force as a function of speed in the range from 0 to 12 m/s. The influence of the ground on the drag force in the case when the object was immobilized in relation to the walls at the flowing medium, as in a wind tunnel, was investigated. On the basis of the calculations performed, no impact of the ground on the generated drag force magnitude was found.
INTRODUCTION
The aerodynamic drag created on the vehicle body is a phenomenon that adversely affects the performance and fuel consumption. As speed increases, the rolling resistance remains relatively constant, while the aerodynamic drag increases with the square of the speed. Above a certain speed limit, the aerodynamic drag significantly exceeds the rolling resistance [3, 2, 17] . The aerodynamic drag P x depends on the air density ρ, the air velocity v, the area of the face S and the drag coefficient C x and is given by (1) :
Minimizing the drag force magnitude is necessary to improve the vehicle's economy and environmental performance during operation and its dynamic characteristics, i.e. maximum speed and acceleration. The geometric modifications can improve the flow around the car and reduce the turbulence that adversely affects the aerodynamic drag. This is not the only option to improve the aerodynamics of a car. There are also ways of controlling the flow around the vehicle by means of continuous or oscillating air blowing [6, 4, 14] . In this work, numerical calculations were performed to examine the aerodynamic drag force created on individual body parts of the high energy efficiency vehicle, specially designed for the Shell Eco-marathon competition. The main design assumption was to create a small city vehicle that ensures the lowest possible fuel consumption while maintaining the assumed speed.
In order to reflect the real aerodynamic phenomena more accurately, the relative velocity of the ground was assumed. The results of the aerodynamic drag force calculations for a series of air flow velocities were compared with the results obtained for the model without the ground speed.
The CFD simulation technique is a widely used method of aerodynamic testing of vehicles and aircrafts. This method consists in solving partial differential equations describing a flow field in a defined computational domain. The solution is temperature, pressure and velocity distributions in a studied area. The advantage of this method is the ability to test any size of vehicles under the defined ambient conditions. Publication [7] is an example of a work in which this method was applied; it discusses the analysis of drag forces generated on the gyroplane's fuselage for different angles of attack. This research has shown that the greatest drag force was created on the fuselage and horizontal stabilizers. On the other hand, the CFD engine cooling calculation results presented in [18] show that the geometry of the fuselage has a significant influence on the engine cooling conditions. In today's aerodynamic research, many measurement techniques are used. Currently, a significant trend is a synergy of experimental wind tunnel studies and numerical calculations. An example of combining an experimental research with numerical techniques is the work [9] showing the results of the gyroplane flow test by means of an alternative method of generating the air flow and a numerical method. Owing to these calculations, the authors explained the relationship between the obtained results of the registered drag force. Numerical studies using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), unlike experimental tunnel tests, enable to validate the design assumptions already at the design stage and avoid a costly preparation of models or prototypes for experimental tests as the authors of the paper [5] and [8] emphasized. One of the applications of highly developed tools to perform CFD calculations of the flow is to determine the aerodynamic characteristics or to visualize the fields of velocity, pressure and temperature around the tested object [12] . From the very beginning of aerodynamic tests, the visualization tests were used to understand the occurring phenomena. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is an alternative to the CFD method and at the same time one of the most common methods, including the visualization of the flow. This is an optical method used for a qualitative visualization and a quantitative measurement of flow velocity, e.g. of air around the object being tested. This method is described in [10] .
The CFD method for vehicle aerodynamics testing for the Shell Eco-marathon competition was used in the paper [20] . Here, the authors studied the flows of four concept versions of the vehicle body. As a result of the calculations, velocity and pressure distributions at the body surface were obtained.
Aerodynamic numerical tests can be verified by comparing the results of calculations with the results of experimental tests performed on the model in the wind tunnel. An example of aerodynamics wind tunnel tests on a vehicle is the research performed in the work [16] which uses a simplified model of a vehicle body (Ahmed model).
The reduction of aerodynamic drag in passenger and sports cars is achieved by using additional flaps, spoilers and trailing edge on the body. One of such solutions was studied in the paper [15] where the effect of the rear spoiler geometry on the aerodynamic drag of the vehicle body was analyzed. Another example is the work [13] which investigated the impact of the shape of the lower part of the chassis on the vehicle's aerodynamics. Figure 1 shows a solid model of the research object made in CATIA V5 [18, 19] . The elements of the model are marked with colors: green -arm, red -wheel cover, gray -wheel, blue -body. The detailed information about the vehicle are given in [1] . On the basis of the created solid model in the Ansys Fluent program, a mesh of 1,651,517 cells by means of Tetrahedrons (Patch Conforming) was generated ( Fig. 3) . By the Inflation function, a boundary layer defined for the entire body of the vehicle (38 faces) was created. In addition, the accuracy of the mesh has been improved by means of the functions of face sizing defined on the surface of the vehicle body (2 faces) and edge sizing (6 edges) defined on the edges connecting the body with the wheels. Figure 3 shows the created computational domain of 12,303×5,721.5×10,860 mm (length ×height×width). The inlet temperature is defined as 288 K.
RESEARCH OBJECT
The type of calculation adopted is pressurebased with the absolute velocity formulation. The calculations were made for the steady-state conditions with an energy equation included.
The k-ω SST model was adopted as a turbulence model. It is based on two equations: the first one defines the kinetic energy of turbulence k and the second one a specific dissipation of the kinetic energy of turbulence ω. In addition, the model has a limitation of the principal stress (SST, shear stress transport) [11] . The turbulence scale was defined by two parameters: turbulent intensity equal to 1% and turbulent viscosity ratio equal to 5. The working medium was air treated as ideal gas of defined properties: specific heat c p = 1006.43 J/(kg • K), thermal conductivity k = 0.0242 W/(m • K), dynamic viscosity η = 1.7894 • 10 -5 Pa • s. In the spatial discretization settings, the first order upwind equations were assumed. A boundary layer consisting of 8 layers and a growth rate equal to 1.15 was created. The size of the cell forming the vehicle's body was set as 25 mm with the face sizing option. In order to investigate the influence of the relative ground speed on the vehicle's body under boundary conditions, this speed was defined as to equal to air speed. The tests were performed for the air flow velocities equal to: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 m/s. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The calculations enabled us to achieve the magnitudes of the drag forces generated on the individual vehicle components for the defined air velocities with and without the ground velocity were obtained. The results are shown in Table 1 and Table  2 . In addition, the performed calculations enabled us to plot the pressure contours on the surface and in the symetrical plane of the vehicle model as well as the velocity contours in the plane of symmetry. Figures 4-7 show the contours plotted for the selected air velocities: v = 6 m/s and v = 12 m/s.
Including the ground velocity in the calculation model does not significantly change the pressure field and the speed around the tested vehicle. The point of stagnation (the highest overpressure) occurs on the nose of the vehicle's body, while the highest underpressure occurs on the front wheel covers. The highest air velocity in the plane of symmetry of the vehicle occurs under the body between the front wheels. The magnitudes of appropriate pressures and speeds increase along with the air speed. In the rear part of the body, an area with zero air speed is created. Ignoring the ground velocity results in a thin boundary layer at the ground. This layer has the greatest impact on the drag generated by the vehicle's wheels. The air flow around the covers and the body is not disturbed by the boundary layer due to their considerable distance in relation to the thickness of the formed boundary layer. Figure 8 shows the magnitude of the drag force acting on the individual vehicle components for the predefined air velocity v with and without the ground velocity. The largest magnitude of the drag force acts on the body for the entire speed range and ranges between 38% and 48% of the total drag force. This is directly related to the area of the face of this element. However, the total drag force from the wheel covers and arms ranges from 50% to 58% of the total drag force, which exceeds the force coming from the body. The aerodynamic drag generated by the wheels is only 2-5% of the total drag force. The differences between the individual drags for the considered cases (with and without the ground velocity) are negligible. Figure 9 shows the total drag force generated on the vehicle as a function of the air velocity v with and without the ground velocity. The aerodynamic drag increases with the square of the speed.
The trend lines were determined for the two data series shown in Figure 9 . The equations approximating the dependence of the total drag force as a function of the air velocity for the case without and with the ground velocity have the forms (2) 
CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents an analysis of the aerodynamic drag force acting on a highly efficient electric vehicle as well as examines the influence of the ground on the fields of velocity and pressure around the tested object and the generated air drag force. The drag force magnitudes on the individual elements of the external surface were identified. The differences between the drag forces for the versions with and without the ground velocity are negligible, which confirms that the wind tunnel experiments with a stationary research object are recommended. The relatively high share of drag generated on the vehicle external elements, i.e. left and right arms, left and right covers encourages us to continue the research to optimize the shapes of these elements. In Integrating these elements with the body is considered in the future, which should contribute to reducing the total drag force. The positive pressure behind the body ( Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 ) shows that the air stream that flows along the entire body is not separated. There are no turbulences, which positively affects the aerodynamic performance. Fig. 9 . Total drag force generated on the vehicle as a function of the air velocity v with and without the ground velocity
